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Abstract. We present methods for image annotation and retrieval based on semantic cohesion among terms. On the one hand, we propose a region labeling technique that assigns an image the label that maximizes an estimate of semantic cohesion among candidate labels associated to regions in segmented images. On the other hand, we propose document representation techniques based on semantic cohesion among multimodal terms that compose images. We report experimental results that show the effectiveness of the proposed techniques. Additionally, we describe an extension of a benchmark collection for evaluation of the proposed techniques.
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1 Introduction

Image retrieval has been an active research area for more than two decades now [1, 2]. Despite a substantial advance achieved in this field, most of the reported work focuses on methods that consider a single modality (i.e., either image or text), thus limiting the effectiveness and applicability of two groups of methods: one based on texts and the other based on images. On the one hand, text-based methods are unable to retrieve images that are visually similar to the query image; on the other hand, image-based techniques cannot retrieve relevant images to queries that involve non-visual information (e.g., places, events, or dates).

Due to the above limitations, in the last few years there has been an increasing interest of the scientific community in the development of retrieval techniques that incorporate both visual and textual information [2, 8]. Nevertheless, current multimodal techniques still deal with both sources of information separately, eventually applying a standard information fusion technique [2]; therefore, such methods do not exploit the association among multiple modalities to obtain better representations of images. Furthermore, in many databases, images are not accompanied with any textual information, which further complicates the application of multimodal retrieval.
methods. In the latter collections, automatic image annotation (AIA) methods are used for assigning text to images because manual labeling of images is a time-consuming and labor extensive task [1].

Both tasks, image annotation and image retrieval, are closely interrelated and hence can be studied jointly. Accordingly, in this paper we faced such problems with the goal of improving the performance of current techniques and overcoming some of their limitations. More specifically, we focused on the region-level AIA task with the goal of giving support to multimodal image retrieval methods that attempt to exploit the redundancy and complementariness of information as provided by labels and text.

We propose methods for the annotation and retrieval of images that are based on semantic cohesion modeling; where semantic cohesion is defined as the degree of affinity of terms in a document according to their meaning or their use in the context given by other terms that occur in the same document. Intuitively, the greater the degree of semantic cohesion among terms, the higher is the probability that such terms are used together in similar contexts. The rest of this paper summarizes our research and outlines the main findings of our work, for further details we refer the reader to the thesis [3] and the representative publications derived from it [4, 7]. Before presenting our methods, we describe the extension we made to a benchmark collection for allowing the evaluation of region-level AIA methods and of image retrieval methods that consider AIA labels.

2 The SAIAPR TC12 Collection

Due to the lack of a suitable database to evaluate the methods we propose, part of our work included the development of a benchmark image collection. Specifically, we proposed an extension of the IAPR TC12 collection [8]. The extension consisted in manual segmentation and annotation of each image in the IAPR TC12 collection according to predefined rules and by using a hierarchical organization of the vocabulary we defined. The proposed hierarchy is composed of six branches: "Animal", "Humans", "Food", "Man-made", "Landscape" and "Other". Summarizing, a total of 20,000 images have been manually segmented and the resultant 99,535 regions were manually labeled by using a vocabulary of 255 labels; the data derived from our extension is publicly available at the official ImageCLEF website [3]. Our extension has increased the number of applications of the collection and its scope in terms of the tasks that can be evaluated with it [4]; furthermore, the extension has been extremely helpful for the evaluation of the methods we developed, and has attracted the interest from the scientific community. A detailed description of our extension to the IAPR TC12 collection can be found in [4].

3 Semantic Cohesion for Image Annotation

For AIA, we propose an energy-based model that attempts to maximize the semantic cohesion among labels that have been assigned to adjacent regions in segmented images [5, 6]. The model seeks to refine the initial labeling as provided by a multiclass classifier trained with purely visual information. The classifier (which can be built by using diverse learning algorithms) provides candidate labels for every region in an image; next, using information about the association between labels (estimated through co-occurrence statistics), the energy-based models select the best combination of labels that should be assigned to the image. Figure 1 illustrates the proposed energy-based model to regions; shaded nodes denote the confidence of classifiers in the candidate labels. We consider dependencies between spatially connected regions.

\[\text{http://imageclef.org/photodata}\]

\[\text{http://imageclef.org/SIAPRdata}\]
We report experimental results obtained with the proposed method over several benchmark image collections of heterogeneous characteristics. Table 1 shows the annotation accuracy obtained by our method and the best reported results for each data set (see caption).

Our experimental results show the usefulness of the proposed method: the multiclass classification approach to AIA proved to be very effective (see OVA-RF); the energy-based model improved the initial labeling for all of the considered collections (see EBM, the difference was statistically significant according the Wilcoxon signed-rank test with 95% of confidence); the proposed method outperformed the best results reported in related works where the authors have used the same collections we did (see Ref.).

The main benefits of the proposed method are generality of the approach, easiness of its implementation, its effectiveness and high efficiency. Our work on image annotation with the energy-based model is described in detail in [6].

### 4 Semantic Cohesion for Image Retrieval

For image retrieval, we propose methods based on semantic cohesion among labels and text to represent multimodal documents. Specifically, we propose two forms of representing images based on distributional term representations (DTRs) that have been widely used in computational linguistics [9]. Under the considered DTRs, each multimodal term (i.e., a label term or a word term) is represented by a vector of statistics of occurrence over the documents in a collection or co-occurrences over other terms in a vocabulary.

In this way, the representation of a term will be influenced by the documents in which it occurs (capturing dependencies between terms and documents) for the document-occurrence representation (DOR) or by the terms it mostly co-occurs with (capturing dependencies between terms) for the term co-occurrence representation (TCOR). Once each term in the multimodal vocabulary is represented through DTRs, documents are represented by the weighted sum of the DTRs of terms that appear in the document. Intuitively, each document is represented by the context associated with the terms that occur in the document; where the context is given by other documents in the collection or other terms in the multimodal vocabulary.
We report experimental results of the developed techniques on the SAIAPR TC12 collection. Table 2 compares the retrieval performance of our proposals: multimodal DOR and multimodal TCOR, with unimodal (text-only and labels-only) and standard multimodal techniques (late fusion, early fusion and inter-media relevance feedback), over two sets of topics (ImageCLEF2007 and ImageCLEF2008).

Experimental results obtained with the standard methods show that the combination of labels and text can be helpful for improving the performance of unimodal strategies significantly. However, the proposed representations achieve better performance than the standard techniques. The difference in performance is statistically significant for multimodal DOR according to the pair-wise t-student test with 95% of confidence. Furthermore, the content of multimodal images is better represented with our techniques, when compared to unimodal or standard multimodal strategies.

In summary, we provide evidence showing that the combination of labels and text can be very helpful for image retrieval, and we prove that the proposed representations provide an effective solution to the multimodal image retrieval task. Our developments on multimodal image retrieval with distributional term representations are explained in detail in [7].

### 5 Conclusions and Future Work

We provided experimental evidence which shows that the idea of semantic cohesion can be effectively exploited for modeling multimodal information. The proposed methods for image annotation and image retrieval based on such idea obtained superior performance than those reported in related papers; furthermore, our techniques offer additional benefits. Thus, we can conclude that the semantic cohesion modeling, and more specifically, that a modeling based on co-occurrence statistics offers important benefits in terms of effectiveness, efficiency and representation power.

Also, the experimental evidence we provided shows that the combination of labels and text can improve the retrieval performance of unimodal methods, even when standard information fusion techniques are used. Despite the latter is highly intuitive, there are no similar works that attempt to combine text and labels, to the best of our knowledge. As future work, we would like to explore application of the energy-based model to similar problems from structured prediction. We also want to include global image information into the energy function. Concerning image retrieval, we would like to explore the use of multimodal DTRs for combining raw-visual features with textual information and the use of DTRs for generating visual vocabularies for object recognition and image categorization.
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